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Synopsis: 
Christina Ling is a corporate lawyer that realizes when it comes to love you are swimming in a 

sea full of lazy sharks. She takes finding her soul-mate to a whole new level through online and speed 
dating but keeps getting paired with psychos. She is impatient with hanging around all of her married 
friends so stumbles into the dating scene on wobbly legs. Single Christina grinds her way through 
imperfect dates but soon finds out that the love of her life may just be right next door.  

 

Main Cast: 

 
 Christina Ling: a habitual mistress to married men with a stern and direct approach in the 

courtroom but a clueless attitude outside of it. She yearns to fall in love and decides to take her 

escapades into a new direction through various forms of dating. In the pilot episode she musters enough 

courage to ask her friends for help and the outcome is not only life threatening but comical. Afterwards, 

Christina decides to go it alone by tackling online and speed dating. Throughout the season she finds 

herself in a lot of uncompromising positions navigating her suitors who are just smart dating dummies.  

Jeanie Yu: an eclectic art dealer who has been married since high school but has no kids. She has 

a devoted husband but is more attracted to the artwork that she creates. Often times Jeanie spends her 

time alone in the art studio while her husband drinks his sorrows away.  

Feng:  is Christina’s single next door neighbor who is also looking for love. He politely greets her 

every day and she takes it as a cue to tell him every dating horror story. Feng is a man of mystery and as 

the season unfolds becomes just what Christina is looking for. But that was his master plan from the 

start and he may be her most challenging love connection ever!    

Aifang Li:  a movie house aficionado who has run the local theater into bankruptcy. She takes 

out payday loans to cover her losses but pretends to live the glamorous life around her friends. Hair 

down to her ankles, a trusting smile and a Husband who dotes after her makes it seem like she has it all. 

She is Christina’s rock always coming to her rescue when needed.     

Lan Sui: a quiet, unassuming but lethal when it comes to protecting her friends. She has an 

understated beauty that always gets her noticed in the crowd but Lan only has eyes for her husband. He 

is a laidback man who can easily be sat in the corner of the room and forgotten about. Christina trusts 

Lan to always be truthful and upfront about everything even if it’s hurtful.   

 

 

 

  



Season 1 Episode 1: Title – “Always a Mistress, Never a Bride” 

 
Christina wakes up naked and with another woman’s husband…again. For the second time that 

week she listens to a man profess his undying love for another woman. Frustrated she heads off to work 

as the top producing corporate lawyer at the firm. She rips the representatives of a major business to 

shreds leading to a huge victory in the courtroom. To celebrate she meets up with her married friends 

Jeanie, Aifang and Lan accompanied by their husbands. They all stare at this solo successful woman 

seated at the dinner table alone. Christina reluctantly mentions wanting to be hooked up on dates. Each 

of her friends wants to pair her with some of their corporate friends.  After dinner she bumps into her 

neighbor Feng and dishes all the dirt from her crazy week. He smiles and nods then ducks away into his 

apartment next door.   

Season 1 Episode 2: Title – “Mislead into the Mountains” 

The phone rings at sunrise jarring Christina from a nightmare of being another bridesmaid. On 

the line is Jeanie Yu who is juggling her cellphone and a paintbrush at her art studio. She tells Christina 

about one of her clients who wants to meet up. Date # 1 is with a Russian Oil Tycoon who loves Asian 

women. He rambles on about the lineage of his family’s money then offers her a tour of one of his 

estates. They are quickly driving through dangerous curves in the mountains heading to an 

undetermined location. Once there, Christina is freaked out by the many shrines dedicated to Asian 

women including naked sculptures, paintings and even a mannequin dressed in a traditional wedding 

gown. She manages a hasty retreat through a labyrinth of bushes on the estate then dials up Aifang to 

come rescue her.  Aifang promises that the next guy “won’t be as mental” and sets it up for the very 

next day. Her neighbor Feng is sweeping the rugs in the hallway. She decides to unload all the details 

about her crazy date with the Russian.  

Season 1 Episode 3: Title – “Eyes Wide Open” 

 
 In the courtroom Christina is bantering back and forth with another female lawyer about a case. 
The judge pulls them both into chamber and reprimands the catty women. Christina doesn’t back down 
even when her “friend” the judge asks how her dating life is going. She marches off after being 
dismissed and calls Aifang about her date that evening. Date # 2 is with Michael Trask, a traveling 
businessman visiting from the windy city of Chicago, IL. He has a limo pick up Christina for their date. It’s 
a chilly night but Christina dresses sexy with a lot of makeup throwing caution to the wind. Once inside 
the limo she notices that Michael is wearing sunglasses….at night. They ride along in silence until he tells 
a funny joke and flirts endlessly with her. She relaxes and they hold hands heading into a trendy 
restaurant. Once inside the maître-d asks for Michael to remove his hat and sunglasses. Michael does 
while Christina rambles on about the décor. She finally looks at her date and notices he has a lazy eye 
that wanders around never fixating on one spot. For the rest of the evening she tries not to stare but 
then dismisses herself once Aifang calls to check in. The friends are soon arguing since Aifang has never 
seen Michael without sunglasses. Christina calls a cab and heads home. When she runs into her 
neighbor Feng she stops, stares at his eyes for a beat then slams the door in his face.    
 
     

  



Season 1 Episode 4: Title – “Roses with Thorns” 

 
Lan, Aifang and Christina are at a high end spa getting pedicures. The women cringe at 

Christina’s disheveled look of red rimmed eyes and hair standing on end. Feeling defeated Christina 
picks up the phone and begins to chat with one of her married lovers. Lan snatches away the cellphone 
and drops it into the water. She then ushers Christina away for a quick beauty makeover. Later on at 
Aifang’s movie house, Christina paces back and forth waiting on her date to arrive. Aifang is directing a 
set of men to move boxes onto a huge truck. Christina inquires about all the boxes but is quickly 
distracted by the men giving her catcalls as they pass by. Moments later a handsome and well-dressed 
man taps her on the shoulder and hands her a bouquet of red roses. Tears well in her eyes and she then 
proceeds to curse out her ex-lover. Lan watches in horror and distracts Date # 3 by pretending she got a 
text that the date was canceled. Hours pass and Christina is still pacing outside the now closed movie 
house. A distinguished gentleman in a business suit walks up and hands her a flyer announcing the first 
speed dating event for corporate singles. She tosses it away but then retrieves it and stomps off. Her 
neighbor Feng is lingering in the hallway so she invites him along to the event.  

 

Season 1 Episode 5: Title – “Ready, Set, Run! 

 
It’s opening night of the speed dating event. Christina is dressed up in her best courtroom attire. 

She has a briefcase in hand and Feng at her side looking confused about what to do. The pair marches 
through double doors into what looks like a business convention. Pockets of conversation reveal people 
running down their work history. Christina eyes the bar and grabs a few stiff drinks. An elderly speaker 
who looks like Dr. Emmett Brown from the Back to the Future movie grabs the mic and announces the 
start of the night. A montage is shown of Christina hopping from table to table between ringing bells. 
She plops down exhausted at the bar while Feng makes a hasty retreat out the emergency exit. She is 
handed a stack of forms to fill out and then shoved out the door. The next day Christina is in bed naked 
with a dozen red roses on the floor and another married man by her side talking on the phone to his 
wife. Her cellphone rings and she quickly runs to the bathroom to take the call. It’s a representative 
from speed dating saying her potential match is waiting at the local coffee shop. Moments later she is 
navigating a crowded coffee shop looking for an open table. Her neighbor Feng waves her over and 
hands her the speed dating card acknowledging he is her date for the evening! 

 

Season 1 Episode 6 (Finale?): Title – “Sex between best friends” 

 
At the crowded coffee shop Christina stands transfixed at the piece of paper in Feng’s hand. Just 

when he is about to address the elephant in the room, Aifang marches over with her husband in tow. 

She is followed by Lan who is primping and prodding her quiet husband. At the check-out counter Jeanie 

and her husband argue about him reeking of alcohol. The pair navigates through the coffee shop yelling 

at the top of their lungs until Christina glares. The ladies move away from their men and lean in close to 

Christina wanting to hear all about the speed dating event. Feng and Christina eye one another for a 

beat then smile. Christina goes over all the weird men she met last night while Feng retrieves another 

round of coffee for the crowd. Once out of ear shot Christina freaks out and spills it that Feng is now her 

date and “sex between friends is never good”! Lan calmly states for Christina to “ease into it and just go 

with the flow”. Aifang is completely against it and plans on giving him a piece of her mind. Once he 

returns both women look to Christina for the answer. She instead grabs his hand and kisses him. They 

spend the rest of the day chatting and laughing like an old married couple. Outside of Christina’s 



apartment Feng kisses her goodnight and she heads inside. Moments later Feng opens up his apartment 

to reveal a wall of framed photos with women dressed in traditional wedding gowns and him as the 

groom beside all of them.    


